FCSA Rules All Organizations Getting Money Must Submit Complete Membership Lists to 921; ADA Votes to Test Ruling, Asks for SC Funds

The membership list controversy at the Baruch School took on a new light last week, as the Faculty Committee on Student Activities ruled that all organizations receiving money must submit complete lists. Those groups exempted by the General Faculty from submitting lists and not asking for money need not submit full lists.

The committee action was supposedly an affirmation of Professor Robert Stranathan's action as chairman, but it was reported last week in THE TICKER that his ruling was that all organizations had to submit lists, even if they did not receive Student Activity Fees or Boatride Reserve money.

At the FCSA meeting, Physics Professor Austin Allman said that the committee which recommended the present system of requiring lists for political, religious, and social groups only was more lenient than the committee's own recommendation. "There are people who believe that we should have a number of non-religious organizations," he said.

The FCSA also decided that the plan adopted required even greater support for the Baruch School student activities effort by each organization. The difference between the final number and the FCSA's recommended number, made by Professor Stranathan and the FCSA chairman, will be presented to the faculty.

An earlier fairly descriptive accounting of the meeting was submitted to an interested group of faculty members.

Insignium Awards Granted To 19 Students, Mayers

After 25 years of debate, 19 Baruch School students received the national honorary society, Tri Sigma Alpha, the national honorary society for women's honors at the Baruch School.

Insignium was founded at the University of Illinois. A group of students in the Baruch School was active in the organization and was a chapter of the national society.

The ceremony was attended by a large number of students and faculty members. The ceremony was held in the auditorium of the Baruch School.

The ceremony was attended by a large number of students and faculty members. The ceremony was held in the auditorium of the Baruch School.

Klopf to Talk

On Thursday

Dr. Gordon J. Klopf, former dean of Buffalo State Teachers College and now visiting professor at Columbia College, will speak Thursday on "Student Responsibilities in the Faculty Council." The lecture, in the Baruch School auditorium, will begin at 8:00 PM.

Dr. Klopf, who was one of the early leaders in the USA movement, recently spoke at the Baruch Leadership Workshop. "At that time," Dr. Klopf spoke on the interests and roles of the present day American College Student. He noted that the student received more attention in himself than outside matters, such as politics.

Dr. Klopf's talk will be the first in a series presented by the NAS Speakers Bureau Committee of Student Council. Professor Bernard Bellow of the History Department and Professor William Turner of the English Department will speak on "Roosevelt, The Man and the Statesman," April 16.
Letters

Trade-Hungry West Aids Rise of Russia

In the last quarter of 1959, the economies of the Western world were characterized by capital hoarding by investors and business men, a trend predominantly for Russia's trade, which involves a large proportion of Russian and American investments.

School To Give Senior Prize

The school authorities have announced the establishment of a Senior Prize, to be awarded to the student who has earned the highest grade point average in the second semester of the current year. The prize will be a gold watch, presented at a ceremony to be held on June 1st.
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FCSA Rules on 'Lists'

BOSTON, Mass.--An FCSA Cardinal Board member called for a commission to investigate the operation of the FCSA rules in the handling of 'Lists' at the annual Spring convention of the Federation at Boston in May. The member also called for a review of the FCSA constitution and By-laws to clarify the procedure for handling 'Lists'.
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FCSA rules on 'Lists'.

'Spring Fever' also includes a number of other events. The annual Spring convention of the Federation at Boston in May will be held at the Intercontinental Hotel.

The student in the cage

The student in the cage is a unique experience that allows students to be observed in a natural setting. The cage is designed to provide a safe and secure environment for the student to explore their thoughts and ideas, without the distractions of a traditional classroom setting.

President's Report

The President's Report is a summary of the activities and achievements of the Federation during the past year. It includes information on the progress of the Federation's programs, as well as future plans and goals.
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Trackmen Trail Iona; Sabermen Follow NYU

After one week’s action, City’s Trackmen trail Iona College 28-25 in the indoor Collegiate Track Conference. A total of 13 colleges are entered.

Sieg's Keckhan emerged as the outstanding performer for City. He set a new record of 3:35.6 in the High Jump with a leap of 6.5 feet and captured bronze honors in the 60-yard hurdles with a time of 8.4 seconds. They place second.

Silver Winners


The Interfraternity Council cordially invites you to its Fantabulous PLAYBOY MAD BALL

MAY 9th

STATLER-HILTON HOTEL

$5.50 cpl.

Featuring BERNIE KAYE, the Syncopated Playboy and His SOCIETY ORCHESTRA

Prizes and Surprises in One Madcap Nite

Don't Wait Till You Fail MATH

I Make Passing A CINCH * 21 yrs. Experience
RESULTS GUARANTEED!

Call Evenings Mr. Vetter * KI 2-6426

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
—for Faculty, Students and Graduates—
THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS—

— FOR CHILDREN, BOYS, AND GIRLS. ENDS 12-15 yrs. old.

Theatron’s PAJAMA GAME

will be presented for your enjoyment on

March 20 and 21 in P. E. T.

Hurry and get your tix now—On Sale at 9th Floor Booth